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PROFILES AND PERSPECTIVES

A Conversation with
CHARLES MATIllAS

Charles Mathias "\'1$ denied chairmanship
of the Senate Judiciary Commirtee in /981
by the political maneuverings ofconserva-

tive senators, but the work the former
three-term Maryland senator did on that
committee will continue to outshine the
posturing that dominates Washington life.

In 1964, for example. Mathias. then a
third-term congressman, ItUS an original
sponsor a/the Civil Rights Act. In 1965 he
»-us the chief sponsor of the Voting Rights
Act and later in 1982 he assumed the same
role in ensuring that Act's extension. Th e
University a/Maryland Law School grad-

UQte also introduced the Fair Housing Act
of 1968 and mlS a Senate leader in the
efforts 10 establish a nation(Ji holiday for
Dr. Marrin Luther King, Jr. Such work
adds evidence to what Newsweek columnist Meg Greenfield recently wrote of
Washington in the 196Os: "The principal
agitators in town for dramatic civil rights
legislation were liberal Republicans.
"
Senator Mathias, now retired from
government and practicing law in Washington, D.C., shows in thi.f interview with
Forum editor Bill McKen zie that progressive Republicans stiff speak out about
civil rights. He also presents some of his
views on the Constitution, the greatest part
o/which he says is the Preamble. According to the/ormer Senate Rules Chnirman:
" The Preamble is a wonderful summary of
our purposes of government."
RiPON FORUM, OCTOBER 1987

RIPON FORUM: President Reagan's
nominalion of Federal Judge Robert Bork
to the United States Supreme Court has received an avalanche of criticism, much of
which centers around Mr. Bork 's positions
and rulings on such issues as the exclusionary rule on evidence and the 1972 Roe
v. Wade abortion decision. In )Qurestimation, what role should a person's beliefs
play in the selection of judicial nominees,
particularly SupremeCoun nominees?
MATHIAS: First, we have to contemplate
the constitutional provisions for appointingjudges. The act of appointment is split
into two distinct phases. One is the suggestion of a name, the nomination by the
president, and the second is the confirmation by the Senate. These two acts taken together constitute an appointment.
The reasons for making a nomination
can be very varied . The president may like
the candidate's judicial temperament or be
impressed by his intellectual capacities.
The nomination may also stem from the
person's political career or ideological tendencies. The Senate. in performing the
second stage of the appointment process,
can consider the same characteristics. And
it has done so on frequent occasions. Approximately 20 percent of all Supreme
Coun nominations have been rejected by
the Senate. I don't believe any of them
were rejected for being corrupt or dishonest, which means that questions about policy and ideology provided the primary
grounds forreject ion.
RIPON FORUM: What qualifications
should we look for in judicial nominees? Is
the cast of mind most important, oris it
something else, like judicial philosophy?
MATHIAS: Integrity and intellectual capacity are basic qualifications. Be)Ond
that, there is the elusive quality of judicial
temperament, such as the abi lity to look
objectively at facts and reach a rational

conclusion without interjection of personal biasoremotion . There is also the
more difficult area of awareness of the
world. That may be assessed by past activities or politicaJ offices held or the fact
that a candidate served on a law school faculty. Such awareness is not an essential
quality, but it is a measure of the person's
capacity for judicial duty.
RIPON FORUM: Is it possible to have a
well-hewn judicial philosophy and still examine facts objectively?
MATHIAS: I think it is; there are many
judges who attain that. But I don' t think
there is any human being who can totally
divorce himself or herself from their life's
experiences.
RIPO N FORUM : You would say, then ,
that it is fine to consider ideological beliefs?
MATHIAS: It is clearly within the Senate's role to look at ideology. There are
many historical precedents, as well as the
current need to examine Judge Bork's ideology.
RIPON FORUM : Recently, there has
been renewed debate over the role the judiciary should play in determining public
policy. Some contend that thecourts, particularly the Suprcme Coun , should not be
a policy-making body. James Madison ,
however, argued that the courts should be
an " impenetrable bulwark against every
assumption of power in the legislative
branches ... What role should the courts
play in our public life?
MATHIAS: Under our system of checks
and balances the couns must address public proble ms in the absence of action by either the executive or legislative branches .
A ready example is the "one-man , onevote" case. For more than a century state
legislators had assumed the responsibility
of creating and adjusting congressional
districts. But in the 19505 and 1960s they
J

proved incapable of discharging that responsibility. The stalemate resulted in congressional districts being o ut-of-ki lter in
nearly every state. Since Congress could
not resolve this problem either, the Supreme Court was thrust into this vacuum .
It made policy, if )'Ou Will, but it did soon
the principles embedded in the Constitution. The House of Representatives was
designed to represent people on a proportional basis , and when it no longer did so,
the Court imposed the one-man , one-vote
rule. In such a situatio n , how- can the
courts be faulted for making policy, particularly when they do so out of constitutional
necessity?
RIPON FORUM: So j udicial decisions
that determine policy, such as the 1972
abortion decision in Roe v. Wade. are fine
and proper under the Constitution?
MATHIAS: It's interesting that, like the
one-man, one-vote rule, Roe v. Wade was
the result of the legislative branch's inability to reconcile the abortion issue.
Congress had a full opportunity to act, but
proved itself completely incapable of
reaching a decision. The abortion issue
was of enormous social importance and
some guidelines needed to be established.
Instead of being guilty of judicial activism,
the Court actually found itself as the place
where the buck stopped . It made the decision the other branches of government
were too pusillanimous to make.
RIPON FORUM: As)'Ou know-, there is a
raging debate today between those who
think that j udges should focus on the framers of the Constitution original intent and
those who think that the Constitution must
be left open to modem interpretation .
What is )'Our thought on this? How should
we interpret the Constitution?
MATHIAS : lfbyoriginal intent)'Ou mean
a literal search for the 55 delegates' intent ,
then that becomes a ridiculous exercise. I
imagine the 55 delegates wou ld also think
that would be a ridiculous exercise. It is
obvious they were framing a very broad
o utline of government which needed continual definition . In fact , many of the framerscontinued to " fl esh out " the
Consititution after they became federal
officeholders and members of Congress.
Understanding original intent is difficult enough because the Constitutional
Conventio n was held in secrecy and the
framers deliberately d id not keep an official journal . Not until almost 40 years after
the Convention adjourned did James
Madison's private notes become available .
They threw some light on debates, moti4

"Jfby original intent you
mean a literal search for
the 55 delegates' intent,
then that becomes a
ridiculous exercise."

vations and intentions, but the ir release occured after the early Supreme Court had
made several critical interpretations.
It is just impractical to adhere rigidly
to "original intent ." The Constitution is
the organic law of the country. Blackstone
said the law is the expression of the "elhic
of the nation ," and perhaps Ihat is the key
to the problem. Although Ihe Constitution's general principles are stable, the
ethic of the nation may have to be evaluated in new conditions and circumstances
as one generation succeeds another.
RIPON FORUM : If the Constitution is
organic, then what will it look like in another 200 years'!
MATHIAS: That's a very interesting
queslion. The Constitution obviously has
to stretch a great deal . Technology's impact is already making that necessary. The
Fourth Amendment, which deals with the
right of people to be secure in their homes
and persons, is agoodexample . It was
framed with the memory of the colonial
experience of houses and offices being invaded by Redcoats. Today, there are technical invasions thaI don 't require physical
entering, but they do invade privacy in
ways that boggle the mind . To preserve individual privacy and freedom , we must apply the principles of the Fourth
Amendment to those new technologies.
The Constitution will also have to fol low new frontiers, just as it did w hile the
United States moved from 13 states t050
states. We now- have political or military
control over several more territories, so
does the Constitution fo llow- the flag there'!
And who is to say that someday we won't
have a space colony? Would the Constitution equally be applicable? Is it currently
applicable to astronauls?

We must also look at the very real
possibility of creating new intelligence.
Already we have machines with memories, and it is possible that machines can be
developed which act upon prior experiences. In other words, they' ll be able to
think . How will the Constitution ap ply to
that kind of intelligent robot?
RIPON FORUM: Will our existing document be strong enough to reflect the " nation's ethic" in 200 years?
MATHIAS: That depends on the American people. The Constitution has an e lement of transcendentalism. It is the
Constitution because we think it is . Ifwe
ever stop thinking it is, then it becomes a
dry, antique parchment. Whether it continues to have force depends o n the attitude
of the American people. That is why it is
important to pause and reflect on the Constitution, just as we are doing this year.
RIPON FORUM: Every so often people
clamor for a new constitutional convention . Could a modem gathering produce
such an equally outstanding document?
MATHIAS: Well , it's an admission ofdefeat to say that we couldn ' t have another
successful constitutional convention . I
would hope that our democracy has progressed, rather than regressed . And we
shouldn't preclude a convention because
we think the Constitution is so perfect that
not a word of it should bechanged. That
isn'tthec8Se.
Having said that , we should also remember that there are moments in history
which can't be repeated. When the Constitution was written , the United Stales
was newly independent and in a creative
mood . A sense of history pervaded the
Convention. The 55 delegates were well
aware of their work's enormous historical
importance, and they all made personal
sacrifices for independence. They had literall y risked their lives , fortunes. and sacred honor in a way that no subsequent
convention is likely to have done. It is the
fruit of that particular talent and circumstance that would not be available for any
further conventio n. So, unless circumstances absol utely required it, I would oppose a new constitutional convention.
What we would lose is likely to be greater
than what we would gain .
RIPON FORUM: There has also been
criticism that the Constitution is too difficult to amend. Should we keep it that way,
even though a number of proposals , like
equal righls for women and balancing the
budget, have considerable relevance?
MATHIAS: The Constitution ought to be
RIPON FORUM. OCTOBER J987

difficult to amend. There shouldn't be a
constant stream of amendments. As we
discovered with the 18th Amendment, it is
difficult to correct errors of amendment.
RIPON FORUM : The recent lran-contra
hearings made it clear that the U.S. is now
engaged in complex. international arrangements that did not exist in 1787. Does the
Constitution apply adequately to modem
foreign policy making?
MATHIAS: Yes, with one exception. The
ex.ception is when Congress and the president have an apparently irreconciliable difference, such as in Nicaragua. The
Constitution does not have a very good
means of resolving such differences. The
result is end-runs like the Iran-contra affair. That's one failure that should be addressed in the Constitution or by
legislative structuring. The War Powers
Act is a step in that direction. but it doesn't
cover the whole area.
The Constitution does provide that
the president iscommander-in·chiefofthe
military, that he can enter into negotiations
with foreign powers, and that he will receive the envoys of forei gn powers. II also
sets up a clear role for the Senate to ratify
treaties and confinn ambassadorial appointments and for Congress to detcrnline
that a state or war exists. The Constitution
allows that lesser states of hostility can
exist lower than total war. For example, it
provides for issuing Letters of Marque and
Reprisal and rules for making captures on
land and water. The Iran-contra problem
might have been avoided. ifGeneraJ Secord
had applied for leiters of Marque. The
Conslitution contemplates ambiguous
stales of hostility, limited warfare, which
was recognized in the 18th century and
which in fact is authorized if the proper
congressional procedures are followed .
RIPON FORUM: What is )Uur favorite
clause, article or amendment in the Constitution?
MATHIAS: That 's like aski ng a father
which is his favorite child . The First
Amendment has great appeal , so does the
14th Amendment. But when )UUget right
down to it .)Uu can ' t beat the Preamble:
" . to fonn a more perfect Union , Establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquillity,
provide for the common defense, promote
the general Welfare and secure the Blessings of liberty to ourselves and our Posterity. do ordain and establish this Constitution of the United States of America. "
The Preamble is a wonderful summary of
our purposes of government . It has to be
my favorite part of the Constitution.
RiPON FORUM. OCTOBER 1987

A Conversation with
WIIJLIAM T.
COLEMAN, JR.

In late September 1987, lifelong Republican William T. Coleman, Jr. joined Barbara Jordan and Andrew Young in testifying against the nomination of Robert Bork
to the United States Supreme Court. Blit
theformer Ford Cabinet official did not do
so until after he gUl'e the issue full deliberation. Coleman, a Harvard Law School
graduate, spent long hours contemplating
his decision, which resulted in The Wall
Street Journal calling him and Jordan
"The most forceful witnesses at the hear·
ings."
In his interview with Forum editor
Bill McKenzie, Secretary Coleman shares
his thinking on a number issues. Among
them is the appropriate responsibilities of
the federal and state governments. Says
Coleman: 'i\ principle offederalism is that
a state has the right to do certain things
without federal intervention." The Washington, D.C. lawyer also relates his experience in trying the 1954 Brown v. Board of
Education desegregation case, and says
"the country has 1I0t moved /ar enough or
fost enough in promoting civil rights." According to the fo rmer law clerk to Justice
Felix Frankfurter, the United States is
" building up for a big exphnion."

RIPON FORUM: II took theConstilUtion
nearly a decade to develop. from 1777
when the Articles of Confederation were
proposed to February 21, 1787 when the
United States Congress called for a con·
vention that would revise those Articles
and " render (them] adequate to theexigencies of Government and the preservation of
the Union." What were the key debates
during that period and what legacy did they
leave?
COLEMAN: The first debate was over
the manner in which the federal government could raise money. The second debate dealt with the extent to which the
national government could conduct foreign policy. And the third debate was concerned with whether states cou ld impose
restrictions on other states.
But it is important to remember that
the original constitutional convention was
called to amend the Articles of Confed eration. not to write a new Constitution. That
is important because there is a great risk
that if we ever called a new convention. it
would be open to everything. Nothing in
the Constitution prohibits another constitutional convention from rewriting the
entire document and that is why I've always been very opposed to calling a new
convention.
RIPON FORUM : If)Uu had bee n a delegate to the Constitutional Convention of
1787, would)Uu have favored the Virginia
Plan , which called for a strong federal
government with a bicameral legislature?
COLEMAN: II's hard to project what I
would have called for because so much has
worked out better than an)Une thought . I
don ' t know whether I would have supported the Virginia Plan , because our national government has evolved into a much
stronger entity than an)Une imagined. The
fact that the national government came
about through a process of development ,

,

rather than as stated in the original Virginia
Plan , may have strengthened it .
RIPON FORUM: So it wasn't inevitable
that a strong national government would
fi ll the vacuum created by a collection of
states?
COLEMAN: It is inevitable that thecountry started the way it did because the process of development has given us more
strength than originally intended. We
wouldn't be as strong today if we started
with a system like modem France, whose
strong national government runs me
provinces. Thediversityorour states provides a tremendous resource. If everything
had originally been run from Washington,
I don't think we would have been as successful.

"We wouldn't be as strong
today if we staned with a
system like nwdern
Franee, whose strong
national government runs
the provinces. The
diversity ofour states
provides a tremendous
resource. ,.

RIPON FOR UM : How should we view
the Constitution? Is it an "organic document," as Senator Mathias alludes to elsewhere in this issue , or is it a document to
whose original intent we must adhere?
COLEMAN: It is a document to whose
original intent we must adhere, but that
doesn't mean what most people say today.
The original intent was in many cases to
leave certain provisions intentionally
vague so they could be developed in the future . Most of the great clauses did not originally say a, b, c, and d. That is one of the
reasons the ConstitUlion still serves us well
today. Its vagueness is the reason it is the
oldest written constitution.
RIPON FORUM: But what constraints
prohibit Supreme Court justices from im-

,

posing their personal views on a vague
concept and perhaps taking the Constitution in a peculiar direction?
COLEMAN: The best confidence and
proof is that with almost 200 years ofhistory and nearly liDjustices, very few have
tried to impose their own views. Most peo+
pie appointed to the Supreme Court understand judicial responsibility in varying
degrees: }<)u must seek objective standards
which can be measured against time.
For example, due process is a very
vague concept. But there are certain objective standards to which a responsible judge
would say, this is the parameter. If a judge
has seen defendants always being convicted without proper defense, then he
would understand due process instinctively. He or she would recognize that a
good lawyer may have prevented someone
from going to jail.
These are concepts w ith which cer·
tainly the English speaking world has
struggled for many years and for which
there are standards. If you deviate too far
from the standards, the bar and legal
scholars will object. Mosl people want to
be within the unrestricted middle and not
on either extreme.
RIPON FORUM: Let's considerlhe 14th
Amendment, which was passed after the
Civil War and which ensures that no person shall be denied life, liberty or property
without due process and that no person
shall be denied equal protection under the
law. Does that Amendment apply equally
10 women , Hispanics and the handicapped?
COLEMAN: My views on that question
differ from most people. It is clear thaI the
13th. 14th and 15m Amendments were
passed primarily to protect blacks, who
had been defined as 3/5th of a citizen in the
Constitution. But from the time the 14th
Amendment was passed, many others received the benefits of its protection before
blacks. Then as the country developed and
Americans realized that most human
beings aren't white, the Court went back to
the Amendment's original purpose: to protect me rights of blacks.
I have no objection to women bei ng
protected by the 14th Amendment , or
handicapped people, or even Iranians. But
in doing so, you lose sight of the fact that if
you protect, say, women, there are certain
considerations that have nothing to do with
race. The obvious example is the right 10
use a restroom faci lity. 11 doesn 't offend
me to have a provision that stipulates one

restroom for men and another for women.
Bul il does offend me 10 have one restroom
for whites and another for blacks. That's
complete ly different: when you'reconsid·
ering sex there is a rational basis for mak·
ing a d istinctio n in certain circumstances.
Now, today, people like Ed Meese,
the attorney general , and Brad Reynolds,
the assistant attorney general for civil
rights, are trying to stand the 14th Amend·
ment on its head. Consider the debate
about affirmative action. The legislalive
history of Brown v. Board ojEducalion,
which Jed to the desegregation of Ameri·
can public schools, makes it clear that the
government should consider race irrelevant. But that doesn't mean that because a
government action may adversely affect a
white person, it should not be undertaken.
All the Supreme Court has said is that
we've spent 300 years building a system in
which irrational distinctions based on race
have been imbedded in the fabric of our
laws and culture. You cannot expect the
quality of life will be equal on the day race
is mandated irrelevant.
RIPON FORUM: But the 14th Amendment does not say " no black person " shall
be denied due process or equal protection.
It says "no person."
COLEMAN: Take a step back. The 14th
Amendment was designed to overrule the
Dred Scott decision which said that blacks
were not persons or citizens. The first sentence of the 14th Amendment says Ihat all
persons born or naturalized in the United
States are citizens of the United States. if
you go back and read Roman or Greek law,
when a person became a citizen of Rome
or Athens they had complete respect and
rights. That is what the 14th Amendment
was trying to do for black people.
BUI , look , I don't mind any person
using the 14th Amendment to protect their
rights. They just shouldn 't be allowed to
use it at the expense of blacks, for whom
the Amendment was basically adopted .
Justice Harry Blackmun's position is
the next best position: we want a government and Constitution that is color blind.
Ofcourse, our society still does not operaleon acolorblind basis. So I think il is
wrong to say that the few cases where the
government or union or employer aets to
ensure equal opportunity are incorrect.
RIPON FORUM: Let's consider the
Tenth Amendment. II reads: "Thepowers
not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
states, are reserved to the States respecRiPON FORUM. OCTOBER 1987

tively, or to the people." Whal meaning
does that Amendment have today, particularly since the Supreme Court ruled in
1985 in Garcia v. SanAntonioMetropolitan Transit Authority that the federal government can establish wage and hour
regulations for state and local employees?
COLEMAN : Without disrespect to the
Court, I hope that case will be overruled in
the next few years. A principle of federalism is that a state has the right to do certain
things without federal intervention. The
Court agreed with that principle in Garcia,
but went off course by saying that th is dispUle over the exercise of power should be
determined by Congress, not the Court .
One reason it ruled in that manner was that
every state has two senators in Congress .
But that denies our whole history. Senators
are national officers. nO( state officials.
They do not necessarily protect the states'
interest.
More important. what the Court
really d id in Garcia was to overrule Marbury v. Madison, which established the
right of judicial review. It is the only instance in which the Court has ever said that
even though there is a d ispute between two
parties and a constitutional right exists,
Congress, nO( the Court, must make the
decision. The Garcia case was wrongly
decided because it held that the Court has
no power to decide this confl ict.
RIPON FORUM: In establishing the
doctrine of judicial review. Justice John
Marshall said: " It is emphatically the
province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is." How does
that comment square today with the debate
over judicial activism?
COLEMAN: In a constitutional democracy there wi ll be disputes between the
states and disputes between the federal
govern ment and the states. Under ourConstitution it is clear that the Supreme Court
is ultimately to resolve such disputes. It is
less clear that the Court is supposed to resolve dis putes among the branches of the
federal govern ment, although over time a
tradition has developed that allows for
such.
This country is too diverse and would
be too explosive if such difficult issues
could not be submiued to a body that operates in secret and puts into writing their
reasons. The Court is supposed to be more
objective , so itcan resolve some tough
problems. Look at the New Deal legislation. The political process could not reRIPON FORUM, OCTOBER 1987

solve all those major changes. The Court
had to assess where they fit in among the
Constitution's fundamental principles. I
do n' t know ifwecould have gotten
through that tremendous upheaval without

"Often, the originalintent
lIDS to leave certain
provisions intentionally
vague so they could be
developed in the future
. . That vagueness serves
us well today and is the
reason this is the oldest
written constitution."

the Court. Theone time we couldn't resolve something judicial ly led to the Civil

w...,

RIPO N FO R UM: So is the current debate
over judicial activism overblown?
COLEMAN: Whal's happening is that the
real judicial activists are the conservatives. They ' re the ones trying to rewrite the
Constitution and impose their views which
they couldn't get thro ugh federal legislation. The right to an abortion is a good example. It is difficulttoread the
Constitution without finding the right to
privacy.
RIPO N FOR UM : But the right to privacy
isn't really explicit in the Constitution.
CO LEMAN: I think it is; consider the
right to be free of unreasonable search and
seizure. It does not say search and seizure
applies only to the criminal process . But
even more important, c ivilized people
have certain rights that are so fundamental
you don't even put them in a document .
The greatest right any American has is the
right to be left alone. If you want to have
sexual intercourse in yo ur home and use a
contraceptive , the govern ment should not
bcable to prevent you from doing so. That
would be impugning a basic right. The

same thing is true about abortion. If a
woman gets pregnant, she ought to have
some determination over what to do with
her body. The activists are the ones trying
to prevent that.
RIPON FORUM: Asa young attorney.
you were involved with the 1954 Brown v.
Board ofEducazion desegregation suil.
Could you take us back to those days and
describe the deliberations?
COLEMAN: You really have to go back
to the 1930s. Two lawyers were keenly involved: Dr. William Hastie, who later sat
on the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, and Charles Houston, who had the
fortune to have Thurgood Marshall as a
pupil. History has never given them credit
for selecting cases which would end racial
segregation in America. Missouri ex rei.
Gaines v. Canada , for instance , was decided in 1938 and it ruled that refusing to
admit a black stude nt to the all -white University of Missouri law school, even
though the slate offered to pay tuition to an
out-of-slate school, violated equal protection of the laws.
In similar cases, Marshall , Hastie and
Houston always put the question to the
Court in a way that would assure ultimate
victory on the major issue, namely that
segregation itself was in vio lation of the
Constitution. Even if they d idn't win on
the specific question presented, they could
establish thai separate was not equal. Their
strategy was wonderful, because by the
time Brown was argued most people involved on our side felt that the Court would
probably declare the segregation of the
schools unconstitutional. The real problem was how to move from a strictly segregated society to one that was not
segregated.
RIPO N FOR UM: And how have we
done?
COLE MAN: The country has not moved
farenough or fast enough. It is buildi ng up
for a big explosion. Very few people realize thai by the year 2010, wh ite Protestants
will consist of only 30 percent of the population. With the new infl ux of immigrants
fro m Lati n America and the Far East, it
will be a tragedy not to change our anitudes. We aredoing better than in 1940,
but we lack indignation.
I want acolorblind society too, but
the mechanisms which make color a detriment must be removed. T hat requires
using the tools of govern ment which have
kept the system from being where it
•
should.
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EDITORIALS

IS THE RIGHT WING
" MOONING" MOON?

A

stunning new indictment of Reverend Sun Myung Moon and the
Unificat io n C hurch appears in
September's American Spectator, written
by assistant managing editor Andrew Ferguson. Ferguson ticks off example after
example of how right-wing activists welcome Moon and churc h-related organizations as legitimale members of the conser-

vat ive movement , and compares this
naivele with Moon's actual agenda of personal worldwide domination.
Among other bizarre details, Ferguson recalls the alleged '"brainwashing" of
)Qung recruits in the 1970s, the mass weddings (marriages are strictly controlled by
Church authorities), and quotes speeches
outlining Moon 's aim of controlling the
worl d economy.

Ferguson argues the Right's affection
for Moon fl ows from his virulent and wellfinan ced anti-Communist crusade. and he
sharpl y questions why they wink at
Moon's questionable ethics and grandiose
authoritarian agenda:
" Moon gave conservatives many
reasons to ignore the unpleasantness
and refrai n fro m q ues tionin g his
grow ing [politicalj involvement millions and millions of reasons, all
with liule pictures of George Washington on them.
[But] Is a methodically deceptive, anti-family, soc ia listi c, utop ian, theocratic o neworlder who think's he's God a plausible ally, a reliable ally, in the conservative cause? And if he's acceptable to Washington conservatives,
who isn 't?"

" DO·NOTHJNG" REPUBLICANS

O
8

nly a few months ago, the Ripon
Forum sang the praises of the Senate

"IfReverend Sun Myung
Moon is an acceptable ally
to Washington
conservatives, who isn't?"
Republ ican majority, g iv ing the m the
cred it for providi ng genuine progressive
Republican leadership in the face of White
Hou se irre leva nce and cong ressional
Democratic irresponsibility, But since the
GOP lost Senate control , they've inexplicably falle n back into an obstructionist
role. Unless the situatio n is played very
carefully, that's bad news for the nation,
and our party.
Republ icans have little to gain from
obstructionist tactics. Si nce the Great Depression, Republicans have nearly always
suffered from the image of being the " no"
pany. With the Democrats campaigning as
the party of federal largesse, it's been an
easy trap for Republicans. The best example occurred in 1946-48, when the GOP
contro lled both houses of Congress and
foc used largely on blocking President Truman's polic ies at every tum. Truman was
able to denounce the "do-nothing" Congress, win re-election, and restore a Democrat majority.
Fro m 1980, the Senate Republican
leade rsh ip-people l ike Baker, Do le,
Domenici, Lugar, and so many otherswisely avoided the trap. With Tip O'Neill
and company playing the frustrated " no"
role in the House. the Senate leaders
stepped out in fron t to smooth out the
president's ro ugh edges on issues ranging
from taxes, to farm policy, to social programs. As a result , noted political observers agreed with their colleague Norman

Ornstein who said , "There is little doubt
the Republican Senate is the governing
institution right now."
Oddly enough, Senate Republicans
didn 't emphasize this record of achievement with a national campaign theme in
1986, and man y vul nerable inc umbents
were de feated on local issues. Now in 1987
the Senate GOP has blocked or delayed
campaign fina nce reform. a defense authorization bill , and an emergency supplemental spending bi ll. They refused to even
participate in as basic an exercise as writing the 1988 budget.
To be sure, the Democrats are up to
their usual tricks. Earlier this year, Majority Leader Byrd has already voiced support for new fede ral programs with a minimum price tag of '$ 11- 15 billion . The
Democrats' budget incl udes a ro ughly
eq uivale nt " unspeci fi ed" tax increase.
The defense and spending bills included
pushy arms control requi re me nts that
threatened to tangle up negotiations in
Geneva.
But Republ icans are always be ing
knocked as the reactionaries in the way of
progress. We don 't need to confirm the
charge. Unless the senators are prepared to
justify their tac tics b y offe ring a progressive agend a to the voters in 1988,
they're only asking the American people
to give the Democrats a less obstructed
path .

" SUICIDAL TUESDAY"
ext year's "Super Tuesday" primary
was created to boosllhe South 's influence in nominaling Democratic preside ntial cand idates by b unch ing 20 mostly
Southern state primaries logether on one
day early in Ihe process, March 8, 1988.
The idea was that Democrats would have
10 trim their liberal sails to survive in conservative Southern seas.
But while Super Tuesday may be a

N
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good idea in terms of stream1ining the process and simplifying campaign schedules,
it is shaping up to be a whopper of a
disappointment for its organizers.
leI's begin with the outdated notion
that an unifying Southern political culture
still exists. It doesn't.
Except for Jimmy Caner in 1976, the
South hasn' t voted solidly for a Democratic contender in decades. As the Democratic Party platform moved to the left ,
large blocs of Southerners broke away to
support fell ows like Barry Goldwater,
George Wallace , and Ronald Reagan.
Since Georgia Senator Sam Nunn withdrew from the '88 race, there is no Democratic candidate with a clear lead among
Southern voters except the Reverend Jesse
Jackson, who is hardly what the Super
Tuesday promoters had in mind .
Moreover, the region's political demographics are increasingly diverse. Millions of Southerners today are transplants
from other regions, even other countries,
and carry with them " foreign " political
loyalties. Traditional small-law n courthouse-dominated politics are a long way
from booming metroJXllitan areas like Atlanta . Dallas, Raleigh -Durham , or Miami .
Reactionary Christians are large in number, well-organized , and politically independent .
Combined with the rise of competitive two- party pol itics at the statewide
level in most of the South , the Super Thesday idea seems like a suicidal longing by
local Democrats for conditions that no longer exist. Indeed , Republican contender
Dole has taken to reminding leaders that
ei ght state s-South Carolina , Missouri ,
Arkansas, Tennessee, Georgia , Alabama,
Virginia , and Texas-allow Democrats to
cross over and vote in the Republican pri-

mary.
If he and/or the other GOP candidates
succeed in winning many Democratic
votes , it could signal the consolidation of
partisan realignment across the South in
favor of the Republican Right , and further
exile into the wilderness for conservative
Southern Democrats.
ABORTION CENSORSHIP
ust we enter the mined swamp of
abortion polilics , which has divided
and hurt the Republican Party more than it
could possibly have helped? Well , whe n
the nation's Number One Republican has
decided to reo pen his campaign against
women's hard-won ri ghts- rights sup-

M
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poned by a majority of RepUblicans-it's
time to speak out.
To call the president 's proposed new
regulations on abortion just plain dumb
would be like calling Limburger sharp
cheese. In short , what Reagan has directed
the De partment of Hea lth and Human
Services to propose is barring federal
fund ing from an y clinic that me ntions
abortion as an option for pregnam women
who do not want to have a baby. Furthermore , any clinics that offer both federallyfund ed famil y planning counseling and
private ly- fund ed aborti on counse lin g
would have to spl it the services into two
physically distinct locations.

"To call the president's
proposed new regulations
on abortion just plain
dumb would be like calling
Limburger shnrp cheese."
In case no one remembers, abortion
is legal in every stale, is supported with
some ambivalence and reservations by a
clear majority of Americans, and has survived several major legislative and judicial
challenges. That the country's top health
agency would consider restricting information made available to women- most of
them )Qung , poor, and ignorant-on their
legal medical options is appalling and
nothing but coercive censorship.
The regulations would also further
the Religious Right's senseless battle to
sink family planning and contraception
right along with abortion. Family planning
services are effective in preventing unwanted pregnan cie s, and improving
women's and children's overall health .
What public policy good could possibly
come of returning poor, )Qung women to
the days of ignorance and ofte n compulsory pregnancy? Would this actually
give us a morally preferable outcome?
Under the Constitution, no one can
restrict the right of the churches and activists to denounce what they see as the sin of
abortion , to spread information that discourages sellual acti vity, or to prov ide
counseling and support to women who decide to give birth to an unwanted child. But

as long as Congress and the Supreme
Court agree that abortion is a legal choice
left to an individual 's moral judgment , the
Ellecutive should be prevented from cutting off information that allows women to
make a wise and safe decision .

HJTLER IN THE
PERSIAN GULF

A

nd fin ally, what is going on in the
Persian Gulf?
Since the Bay of Pigs, Ame rica has
swung wildly between total withdrawal
from all things risky and intervemionist.
and unilateral inte rve ntion to make abstract, ringing state ments about Ame rican
ideals. The swings aren ' t necessarily related to the facts in each case.
So what are the facts this time? First ,
there is a mutual hatred between Americans and Iranians these days, with wellknown origins. Granted that we helped
create the conditions that brought on their
revolution, and the more recent arms-forhostages deals were a humiliating mistake.
But the bloody mullahs have led their
country to new heights of terror and repression , reinforced by forei gn adventurism. The Iranians' defen se of their actions
reeks of 1930s Hitler.
Second, we are pulled by conflicting
diplomatic demands. Our allies need Gul f
oil more than we do, but have whined
loudly about gening involved . Our presence was precipitated by the threat of a
Soviet diplomatic initialive , something we
may not like but which seems inevitable
given new leadership in the Kremlin. And
finall y, while we should talk about protecting moderate Arab regimes like Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia from Iranian threats, let's
not kid ourselves-we' re defending "our"
oil fi rst and their legitimacy second .
The bottom line is this: a devastating
chain of events for America and our allies
would ensue if lran forced Iraq , and in tum
the other Gulf states, into submi ss ion.
With the Hitler analogy in mind , we have
solid strategic, economic , and moral reasons to try and put a lid on the Iranians.
Should they attack us first , we should retailiate in kind .
But until that happens, or even if it
does, we must keep cool heads and e nlist
wider international pressure to end the war,
with a distant eye on a "cold peace ." A
cease-fire and arms embargo to both sides
would be a tall order even to begin , but are
only the rlrSt steps needed to protect West•
ern imerests.
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SCHOOL-BASED
HEALTH CLINICS:
Scapegoats or Solutions?
BY HARRlEIT STINSON AND
N.G. BOSTICK

A

slUdent coll apses and is rushed to
an e mergency room. His famil y
is startled by the diagnosis of diabetic coma. Three years later, a com prehensive school-based c linic opens in his
school and several previously undetected
cases of diabetes are discovered . These
stude nts learn d iabetic health care.
Over 62 U.S . communities have estab li shed co mpre he n sive schoo l-based
clinics in or near junior and senior high
schools in areas w here ado lescents are
medically underserved. Concern over the
rising rate of teen pregnancies was the
impetus for fonning the first school clinic
in 1973, but experience proves that such
clinics meet with far greater acceptance
fro m stude nts, parents, and the community when they address the full spectrum of
adolescent health problems.
Today's comprehensive school-based
clinics offe r a wide-range of services that
are otherwise unavailable or inaccessible
to the )Quth they serve. These include general health assessments, athletic physicals,
immunizations, hearing and vision test·
ing, nutrition counseling. pre- and postnatal care, along with programs dealing with
suicide , substance ab use, family planning ,
and saying " no" to sex, gang involvement , and all fonns of health-risk behavior.

tart-up costs for a typical clinic are
$80.000 toSIOO,OOO. Yearly operating
costs are app rox imate ly S loo ,OOO to
5 125 ,000. In tenns of medical savings ,
each clinic virt ually pays for itself. For

S

Harriett Stinson isfounder ofthe California Republicans fo r Choice and N.C.
Bostick is an educator and public rela tions specialist in Califom ia .
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"Nearly any physician
who has ever treated a
pregnant teen will tell you
thilt it is ignorance, not
information, thilt gets a
teen in trouble...

example. it costs up to $ 125,000 to subsidize the neonatal intensive care of a prematu re infant born to a teen . By preventing
one premature birth to a pregnant student,
the prenatal class can save tax payers an
amount equal to the cost of run ning a
school-based clinic for a year.
Phil Porter is the d irec to r of the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation which
has helped to fund sevel",tl clinics. He reports that compre hensive health care at
schools is three and a half times less costly
than the same care received in hospital
emergency rooms. In West Dallas, Texas,
for instance. hospitalization rates for 15- to
18-year-olds witho ut a school clinic are 70
to 80 percent highe r than for those attending one of the two West Dallas Yout h
Clinics. This difference comes to a savings
of SI million per mo nth . (The West Dallas
Youth Clinics found that 30 percent of the ir
palie nts had previou sly und iagnosed
health problems, includ ing 100 heart murmurs .)
Un fortun ate ly, u Itra-con servati ve
opinion-makers are proliferating the no-

tion that school-based health clin ics "exist
primarily to dispense birth control information and to make abortion referrals" (a
quO(e from F YI , UI987 published for legislators by the California Republican Caucus). U.S. Secretary of Education William
Bennett accuses school-based clinics that
offer family planning services of "abdicating moral authority" by encouraging teenagers to have "sexual inlimacy o n their
minds." Jimmy Swaggart proclaims that
"Sex ed ucatio n cl asses in o ur pub lic
schoo ls are pro moting incest." Phyllis
Schlafl y adds her assertion that "Sex ed is
the principal cause of teenage pregnancy. "
Meanwhile, teens watch an average
of 24 hours of televisio n each week. There
are approx imately 20 ,000 scenes of suggested sexual intercourse and behavior,
sexual comment , and innuendo in a year of
prime-time television , and TV portrays six
times more extramarital sex than sex be·
tween spouses.

he " bible" for the far right 's opposition to sex educ ation is Utah researcher Stan E. Weed's study, which was
summarized in a Wall Street )ourrUJl piece
last October, "Curbing Births, NO( Preg·
nancies." " One must reconcile the rise in
teen pregna ncies , " Weed states, "with
major program efforts that show a fi vefold
increase in teen-age clients and a twentyfold constant-dollar increase in funding."
Weed concludes that family planning programs succeed in reducing teen birth rates
by increasing abortions to teens. However,
data from the Alan Guttmacher Institute
and the Bureau of the Census shows that in
the period Stan Weed discusses, the pregnancy rate increased less than the rate of
sex ual ac tiv it y a mong teen s. (Weed 's
study ignored the crucial variable of in-
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creased sexual activity among teens.)
Government funding has increased two
and a halftimes, not "twenty fold ," and
there has been a threefold. not fivefold,
increase in teen clients in family planning

programs.
No school-based clinic offers abortion services. Dispensing birth control on
campus or through local family planning
clinics is always the decision of local
school boards following community meetings of parents, facult y, clergy, and health
practitioners. All clinics include the encouragement of abstinence in their family
planning counseling . Writte n parental
consent is always required before students
may receive campus medical care. The
parental consent form provides a clear description of all clinic services.
According to Sharon Lovick, directo r
of the Support Center for School-based
Clinics, only seven percent of student visits are for birth contro l. Despite this low
percentage, school-based clinics are proving very effective in reducing teen pregnancy rates, some by as much as 56 percent. They have increased the proportion
of pregnant adolescents who stay in school
and have an excellent record of preventing
repeat preg nancies among adolescent
mothers, low birthweight infants born to
teens, and infant mortality. One study
shows that a clinic in Baltimore has succeeded in convincing teens to postpone the
age at which they initiate sex by nearly a
year:.

"The prenatal class can
save taxpayers an amount
equal to the cost of
running a school-based
clinic for a year. "

Opponents of school -based clinics ignore comparison studies like that of a
South Carolina county with a clinic and
three nei g hbo ring counti es without
clinics. This study, reported in the June
26, 1987 Journal ofrhe American Medical
Association, compared EPR's (estimated
RIPON FORUM, OCTOBER /987

pregnancy rates, not birth rates) of girls
ages 14 to 17 (EPR :z:: live births plus
miscarriages plus induced abortionsl lOOO
popUlation). " Three years afler the implementation of the SchooVCommunity Pr0gram ," the study concludes, " the EPR for
the intervention portion of the target
county shows a remarkable , sustained decline . Thisdownward trend is not observed
in the comparison counties." There were
pregnancy increases in the three counties
without the clinics.

edically underserved youth mostly
come from familie s where health
care and future planning are rare. Therefore, all school-based clinics encourage
youth to plan for their futures, set educational goals, and learn preventive health
care . Key to this training is helping youth
develop the assertiveness skills needed to
say " no" to drugs, alcohol. gang involvement , and se:1(. Contrary to Phylli s
Schafly's proclamation that "the facts of
life can be told in fifteen minutes ... "
professionals have learned that teens must
be assisted and supported in deciding to
abstain from sex and that information
about contraceptives must also be communicated. Neither is adequate by itself.
In 1985 , we spent S16.65 billion in
the United States on families begun when
the mother was a teenager. As moderate
Republicans , it behooves us to co nvince
our legislators and policy-makers to lislen
to physicians and the public. and not to the
far-righ t opinionmakers .
Nearly any physician who has ever
treated a pregnant teen will tell you that it
is ignorance , not information . that gets a
teen into trouble. That's why the American
Academy of Pediatrics . the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
and numerous health and community organizations support school-based clinics
for teens that are medically underserved .
In their most recent Health Plan for
Children , the American Academy of Pediatrics , Distric t IX, Ca li fornia, recommended that "All school children from the
6th through the 12th grade should receive
required courses in family planning. Family planning services are badly fragmented
at the present time . It should be part of an
on-going health care program with better
accessibility for all . "
Less than one percent of parents refuse permission for their teenage children
to participate in sex education programs.

M

In a 1986 TIME magazine poll , 84 percent
of adults responded that school hea lth
clinics should make birth control information available to students . A rece nt Harris
poll revealed that 67 percent of adults favor
requiring schools to establish direct links
with family planning clinics.

';.\ clinic in Baltimore has
succeeded in convincing
teens to postpone the age
at which they initiate sex
by nearly a year. ..

Currently, state and national Republican legislators are facing significant ultraright pressure to oppose all bills to study,
fund . or provide tax incentives for starting
school-based clinics. Progressive Republicans can serve as the bridge between our
legislators and the communities and medical professio nal s who see the need for
them. We must make sure our legislators
consider the studies that show how effective school-based clinics are in reducing
pregnancies, drop-outs, suicide, drug addiction , alcoholi sm, and other serious
health problems prevalent among medically underserved youth.
Republican offic ials should be key
leaders in supporting school-based clinics
and forming policies to ensure that each
clinic continues to be locally controlled
and emphasizes abstinence and parental
consent and involvement.
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop,
M.D. in his report on AIDS represents the
majority of physicians and concerned
Americans in stating that: "Adolescents
and pre-adolescents are those whose behavior we wish to especially influence because of their vulnerability when they are
exploring their own sexuality. . . . Teenagers often consider themselves immortal,
and these young people may be putting
themselves at great risk . . .. Those of us
who are parents . educators and community leaders , indeed all adults , cannot disregard this responsibility to educate our
}Qung. The need is critical and the price of
•
neglect is high."
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ROBERT BORK:
The Sophist Judge
BY TANYA MEUCH

I

n ancient Greece, clever philosophers
who often reasoned in a brilliant but
specious and hollow manner were

ca11ed sophists . Judge Robert Bark is a

modem version of that antiquated philosophical school , as shown by his writings
and statements both prior and during the
recent Senate Judiciary Commiuee hearings . His sophistry has allowed him to be
morally insensitive to the needs of ordinary men and women.
Judge Bark's guide for judicial inter-

pretation of the Constitution is based upon
his theory of neutralist principles. In 1986
he wrote that judges should not be "guided
by some fo rm of moral philosophy,"
which he saw as "typically inadequate to

the task."
Instead, a judge's responsibility is in

essence to work

OUI

syllogisms. Accord-

ing to Bork. the Constitution provides a
judge "not with a conclusion but wi th a
major pre mise. That premise states a corc
value that the Framers intended to prO(ect.
The intentionalist judge [one guided by
'original intent ' ) must the n supply the
minor premise in order to protect the constitutional freedom in circumstances the
Framers could not foresee ...
In no instance. however. does Bork
theorize that moral reasoning should enter
into the process. Human nature. of course,
contradicts such limited reasoning. Americans want their judges to be fair and impanial, but none of us--whether journalist
or judge-has a purely objective view of
life's experiences. We are not creatures

Tlln)O Melich iSIl member of the New York
Stllte Commission on Judicial Selection.
which nominates judges for the New York
State Court of Appeals. A version of this
article recently appeared in New York
Newsday.
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"Judge Bor/(s neutralist
framework has placed him
in a straightjacketfrom
which he now seems to
;;ant to escape."
solely of logic and do nO( make decisions
in a moral wcuum. We are guided by our
reason, our education , our background ,
our passion, and, panicularly, our moral
philosophy.
The fra mers made repeated references to the importance of morality in
detennining the nation's direction. John
Adams most eloquently stated this in his
Thoughts on Government when he wrote:
"The noblest principles and most generous affections in our nature" must be
ca1led forth to create "the noblest and most
generous models of government. " A Constitution based upon such principles would
bring with it "good humor, sociability,
good manners and good morals ."

F

uture interpreters of the Conslitution
were expected to consider the moral
values clearly expressed in the Preamble:
justice, domestic tranquility, and liberty.
The national debate over the Constitution's
ratification reveals that most early Americans hoped future generations would not
so narrowly interpretiheir objectives as to
guarantee only those rights explicitly written in the Constitution.
To protect the nation from such a possibility, the new nation ratified the Ninth

Amendment: " The enumeration in the
Constitution of certain rights shall not be
construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people." In other words . the
people have certain rights which are so
fundamental that no free government can
take them away regardless of whether they
are enumerated in the Constitution . This
foresight is emblematic of the Constitution's actual intent.
But Judge Bork 's " neutralist principles" conflict with this intent, for he interprets the Constitution as prO(ecting only
those rights specifically stated. In fact , for
over 25 years Bork has been developing
his opinions about the law. He has a clear
theory about how the Constitution should
be interpreted and to understand the
approach he would follow as a judge , one
must assess how he has applied his judicial
theory to specific cases. Looking at the
totality of his work-not just his statements in several days of heari ngs-one
finds:
- He believes that the decision upholding a woman's right to choose
whether to have an abortion is " unconstitutional;"
- He says that there is no general
right to privacy in the Constitution
and dismisses the Ninth Amendment as a source for that right;
- He does not believe that women are
covered by the equa l protectio n
clause, yet he opposes the Equal
Rights Amendment;
- He supported the right of a state
legislature to prohibit a married
couple 's right to use contraceptives ;
- H.e opposed the decision outlawing
government-mandated sterilization of habitual criminals;
- He opposes the protection of the
First Amendment fo r political
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speech that advocates civil disobedience or the overthrow of the government;
- He has held that, instead of requiring employers 10 clear a work place
of hazards thai ha rm feluses,
women can be required to be slerilized in order 10 keep their jobs;
-He has held thai, during licensing
hearings, nuclear power plants 10c81ed near earthquake faults need
nOI prove how they would proteci
their plants;
- He has opposed virtually every
effort to o Ullaw racial segregation:
the prohi b ition of rac iall y restriclive covenants, poll taxes, and
discrimination in public housing
accommodations; the adoption of
the pri nciple of one-man, onevote; and the promotion of affinnative action and expansion of open
housing laws.
Even though Judge Bo rk has said that
he abhors racial discrimination , and now
believes that civi l rights laws are legitimitized by the 14th Amendment , o ne
must question the judgment of a man who
could so consistently and harshly object to
the expansion of liberty.

J

udge Bork's neutralist framework has
p laced him in a straightjacket from
which he now seems to want to escape. BUI
in so doi ng, he comes across as an opportunist. not a man of principle with a set of
carefully crafted morals. Can }Qu really
believe him when he says that he was mistaken in calling the principle unde rlying
the civil rights laws "unsurpassed ugliness" and that he now believes in this
paraphrase of Edmund Burke's approach
to law: " You look at each measure and ask
whether it will do more good than harm ...
Even if}Qu do, Judge Bork is caught
in a trap: if he ignores his own moral
values, and weighs a case's pros and cons
according to intel lectual sophistry, then he
is abdicating his responsiblity as a judge .
Yet if he accepts Burke , then Judge Bork
must abandon his theory of neutralist principles.
So if continned, what will the judge
do? Ignore his consistCD! attacks agai nst
the expansion of constitutionally protected
rights for individual Americans? I think
not. He w.iIl be ajudicial activist justifying
his opposition to those rights within the
framework of his neutralist philosophy.
That is one of the primary reasons the
president selected him.

It is unfortunate , but the fonner professor has so deeply immersed himself in
specious reasoning that he has become an
intellectual prisoner to the syllogism and
seems to have forgotten that the law's main
purpose is to serve real flesh and blood
people . As Chief Justice Charles Evans
Hu ghes, a RepUblican, to ld J usti ce
William O. Douglas upon the latter's ascension to the Supreme Court: " You must
remember o ne thing. AI the constitutional
level where we work, ninety percent of any
decision is emotional. The rational part of
us supplies the reasons for supporting our
predilections ...
Judge Bork seems unwilling to admit
this to himself or the American people.
His cold, morally bereft approach to the
law is a mockery of the qualities of the
ideal judge-open-minded , fair, and
guided by an awareness of the human impact, not the abstract effect his decisions
wi ll have. Our liberty is too precious to
tum over to that bloodless, abstract wo rld
of neutral principles and sophistry.
-

What Other Republicans Say about Robert 8ork:
Senator Robert Packwood :
"After listening to Judge Bork in the
hearings, and more importantly, after
meeting with him twice personally. I am
co nvinced that Judge Bork feel s so
strongly opposed to the right of privacy
that he will do everyth ing possible to cut
and trim the liberties that the right to privacy protects ... He will do everything he
can to reverse the private right of an ind ividual woman to choose whether or not to
have an abortion.
"My 25 years in elected public office, plus my reading of h istory. teaches
me that governments-liberal or conservativo--will , on occasion, try to take away
individual liberties to achieve a goal the
government thinks is right.
" From the passage of the Alien and
Sedition Acts in 1798, through the interning of Americans of Japanese ancestry by
Franklin Roosevelt, through Joe McCarthy, and through Watergate, we see a consistent pattern of government trying to take
away our liberties.
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"Given my view that we should preserve and protect those liberties we nOW"
have so that we, in tum, can pass them on
to our chi ldren a bit more secure than we
received them from our parents, I have no
choice but 10 oppose the continnation of
Judge Bork to the Supreme Court. "
Senator Arlen Specter:
'" shall vote against Judge Bork on
confinnation to the U.S. Supreme Court
because I believe there is substantial doubt
as to how he would apply fundamental
principles of constitutional law. . . . My
judgment on Judge Bork is based on the
totality of his record with emphasis on hOW"
he would be likely to apply tradilional
constitutional pri nciples on equal protection of the l aw and freedom of
speech . . . .
"I am troubled by his writings that
unless there is adherence to original intent,
there is no judicial legitimacy; and without
such legitimacy, there can be no judicial
review. This approach could jeopardize the

most fundamental principle of U. S. Constitutional law-the supremacy of judicial
review- when Judge Bork concedes original intent is so hard to fi nd and major
public figures contend that the Supreme
COUrt does not have the last word on the
Constitution.
"I am further concerned by his insistence on Madisonian majoritarianism in
the absence of an explicit constitulional
right to limit legislative action . Conservative justices have traditionally protected
individual and minority rights without a
specifically enumerated right or proof of
original intent where there are fundame ntal values rooted in the tradition of our
people."
_
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REMEMBERING
THE "SAGE OF EMPORIA"WII JLIAM ALLEN WlllTE
BY MIKE ETHEREDGE

S

ome observe rs compare the 1980s
under the Reagan adminisrratio n to
the 1950 's or 1920 's as an era of
business boosteri sm and pri vate indu lgence . And yet the polls show continued
strong support for a generally progressive
agenda .
As the Reagan era closes, progressive
Repubicans must work toward integrating
their new vision into the agenda for the
GOP and the nation. For historical inspiration , they could look to a man w ho
emerged still another generation beforein the last half of the 1890s, the McKinley
era , " the gay nineties."
Like the '50 's and the '20 's, the
McKinley era was a time of Republicanled economic expansio n and soc ial contentment . Yel toward the end of that era , an
activist, reformist movement erupted in
the country and, uniquely in the historic
two-party ebb and fl ow, remade the majority party. A guiding light of that movement
burst forth from the plains of Kansas in the
person of j ournalist William Allen White ,
the prairie progressive, philosopher, and
politician .
In 1895, at age 27, White returned to
his small-town birthpl ace of Emporia,
Kansas to buy and edit the Emporia Gazette. In 1944, still a resident of Emporia ,
White died . He was eulogized nationally
as a valued ad viser to p residents and
world wide as the "Sage of Em poria." For
almost 50 years, his books, articles, and
editorials had blazed a new vision of enlightened , commo n-sense liberal Republicanism .
And this although White was born ,
raised , and reac hed his first fa me as a
diehard conservative Republican in that

Mike Etheredge is a free-lance writer in
Washington , D .C.
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hac accounted for this tumabout1
By alt accounts. the catalyst -for
White 's ideological transfonn ation was his
encounter with Theodore Roosevell. In his
autobiography, White compared his first
meeling with Roosevelt to Paul's conversion on the road to Damascus.
White and his wife Sallie went to
Washingto n. D.C. in the summer of 1897.
It was White's first trip to the East , and his
purpose was to dissuade McKinley and the
new president's industrialist mentor Mark
Hanna from appointing White postmaster
of Emporia (White had said he took a
" monastic VCIoN" against holding political
office). Roosevelt, then an assistant Navy
secretary, had secn White's famous editorial and heard of his fi rst book. a colleelion of short stories about Western life.
T.R . sent for White to have lunch with
him .
So the portly, completely unalhlelic
White and the burly, legendary sportsman
Roosevelt met. White said Roosevelt dominated his life and political beliefs from
that moment on:
" I was afire with the splendor of his
personality .. he poured into m y
heart such visions, such ideals, such
hopes, such a new allitude toward life
and patriotism. .. I re member hi s
disgust with the plutocrac y that Hanna
was establishing in the land . . for the
reign of pri vilege he was consuucting ,
for the who le deep and damnable alliance be twee n bus iness an d po litics.. . That was the order which I
had upheld, yet so strong was the }Qung
Roosevelt ... that I made no protest
and adopted his dictum as my creed ."

W

most Republican of all states, Kansas.
In his first Gazette editorial , White
declared he would support Re publican
candidates " first , last , and all the time."
In his autobiography, White called himself
a "cocksure reactio nary" during that period. The small-town editor gained a national reputation with a scathing, pro-Republ ican , anti-populi st editorial in the
McKinley-Bryan contest of 1896 . The national GOP pri nted a million copies of
" What's the Matter with Kansas?" and
White's anti-populist diatribe spread like a
prairie fire across the country.
Yet four presidential e lections later. in
1912, White breathed fire as a lieutenant of
Teddy Roosevelt in the Bull Moose insurgency. After returning to the GOP fold ,
White continued to advocate the sweeping
series of progressive social and econo mic
reforms . Though a self- proclaimed "peace
monger," he disdained the pre-World War
II isolationists of his party in favor of an
outspoken internationalism .

Roosevelt sent his book American Ideals
to White , fu rther impressing upon the
Kansas journalist TR. 's reformist indictment o f the M c Kinley-Hanna " plu RIPON FORUM, OCTOBER /9K7

tocmey.·· The two began a vibrant correspo nde nce , fr iends hip, and polit ical
alliance. White 's close associati on with
Roosevelt kept him at the center of national
events for the next 20 years , through the
ups-and-downs of Roosevelt 's career.
However, White 's tran s formation
from laissez-faire conservative to crusading liberal was, according to friend and
biographer David Hinshaw, neither as sudden nor complete as the Damascus Road
image implies. White desce nded from
Kansas stock which had swarmed into the
pre-Civil War territory afl ame with Aboli-

"White increasingly
channeled his moral ardor
tOl1Xlrd tolerance and the
defonse ofcivil rights. "

tionist fervor. A certain John Brown moral
passion slill fill ed Kansas Republicans. So
White's inherited idealism was ready tinder for T.R. 's fire.
Hinshaw argues that White supported
Mc Kinley editorially, if so me time s
lukewarmly. un til McKinley was succeeded by Roosevelt , who had become
McKinley 's running mate in 1900. White
did not full y embrace T.R. 's reform program unlil after Roosevelt was elected in
his own right in 1904.
uring these McKinley and early Roosevelt years, and indeed thereafter,
D
White was happily expanding his intellectual and spiritual horizons. He began a
lifetime habit of travel outside Kansas to
make political speeches , and to promote
hi s book s of fi c tion , journali sm . and
homespun prairie philosoph y, a sorl of
combination of American pragmatism and
the Golden Rule. His political pieces were
published in McClure's, Coflier's, and the
Saturday Evening Post. White c ri sscrossed the country by railroad and saw
firsthand the weary excesses and injustices
of the Industrial Revolution .
He also became more politically inRIPON FORUM. OCTOBER 1987

volved , serving regularl y as a national
convention delegate and Republican Pany
functionary, except for his Bull Moose period . He chaired the BuU Moose Pany 's
Kansas campaign with apostolic vigor in
1912.
And while failing to reinstate Roosevelt for a return booking after his 1908
displacement by William Howard Taft and
part y " re gul a rs," th e populi s t- progress ives s aw mos t of th eir platform
adopted de facto by bolh major parties.
White's autobiography proudly lists the
progressives' legislati ve ac hievements,
under both the Roosevelt and Taft administrations: protecting for the first time
thousands of acres of pristine American
wilde rness: good gove rnme nt reform s
such as the secret ballot and primaries,
direct election of U.S. senators, initiative .
referendum, and recall; extension of the
civil service; and the commission fonn of
government in cities. The first Roosevelt's
" Square Deal" of economic reforms included the progressive income tax ; regulation of rail roads, bank s, and in surance
companies; the breaking of th e tru sts:
food, drug, and public health laws; shorter
hours for labor, collective bargaining . and
workmen's compensation; and improved
national roads.
Some progressives, like White. were
also ardent Prohibitionists. But after the
Roosevelt years , White increasingly channeled his moral ardor toward tolerance and
the defense of civil rights.
For example, While's stand against
the burgeoning Ku Klux Klan revival was
early, courageous. and unequivocal. He
abandoned his " monastic vow" against
seeking political office for the first and
only time , as a symbolic anti-Klan candidate for governor in 1924 . He also was
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for a 1922 editorial , "To an Anxious Friend ," in which
he defended the right to free speech for
supporters of striking Kansas railroad
men .
White traveled oft e n outside the
United States. He accepted se veral ad visory posts on forei gn policy from successive presidents. White's concern for defendin g democratic values widened to a
worldwide scale. Whi le he shared most
Ame ricans' initial reluctan ce to ente r
World War I, he traveled to Europe during
and after the war, and came to detest Republicans who were isolationist out of simple backwardness, or spite for Woodrow
Wilson .

"Will the GOP of1988
thrive by making a
transition from a rockribbed conservative
ideology to a more
pragmatic progressive
philosophy?"

He took as forthright a stand against
the pre-World War II isolationists as he had
against the Klan . When the Committee to
Defend America by Aiding the Allies was
looking for a nationally and internationally
prominent chainnan, they chose Wh ite ,
and he accepted. White was credited with
mobilizing American opi nion early for
what he tenned " no longer a battle of
empires but a battle of ideals. "
By the lime of Wh ite's death in 1944 ,
the progressive vision which he had championed with Teddy Roosevelt and the reformist Republicans had been appropriated
by Teddy's Democratic cousin . FOR . The
successful passage of Republicanism from
Mc Kinley's economic expansion to T.R . 's
social and moral "ex pansion" has not
been repeated since.
But White's experience may offer
ins pirati o n to today 's gene rati o n o f
Republicans as they face the post-Reagan
era. Will the GO P of 1988 thrive by
making a similar transition; from a rockribbed conservative ideology to a more
pragmatic , progressive philosophy? Or
will it sputter from the ill -effect s of
economic excess and social indifference?
•
We are about to fi nd out.
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THE TEST BAN,
TECHNOLOGY, AND TRUST
BY KRIS HEMMING LOU

O

n February 25 . 1987 .lhe Soviet
Union ended its selr-imposed 19month moratorium on nuclear
testi ng. Arms control proponents, who
had hoped for an arms agreement during
this period , have lame nted the missed opportunity. Of particular disappointme nt
was the inabi lity or the superpowers to
negot iate a Compre he ns ive Test Ban
(CTB) treaty. Proponents of such a treaty
have argued that the techn ical capability
ror adequate verification has long existed.
Moreover, it has appeared to CTB proponents that the Reagan administration has
presented technical arguments against a
erB to avoid confronting the political implications of such a treaty with the Soviets.
Thi s study proposes s ig ni ficant
changes in the present approach to arms
control. The changes involve a shift from
competitive tactics in negotiations toward
a more clearly defined emphasis on the
joint benefits of a era. Further, the formulation or proposals, before negotiations
with the Soviet Union, will have to include
both the executive and legislative branches
of government to insure a "good faith"
approach to negotiations. The study will
also demonstrate how a proposal for a CTB
presents an opportunity to cultivate cooperative monitoring systems. which in tum
can build confide nce in an arena of distrust.
Verification of a e TB
The success of arms control proposals has hinged on the issue of verification.

Kris Hemming Lou is a graduate student
in political science at the Uniw:rsity of
Oregon and a recipient ofa recent Mark 0.
Hatfield Scholarship.
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". . . iUs necessaryfor
each side to perceive
consistent behavior in the
other"

Simply trusting the Soviets to adhere to
arms agree me nts wou ld obviously e ndanger U.S. nationa1 security. As a result ,
nat io nal techni cal mean s (NTM ) or
monitoring Soviet activity have been researched and developed at great effort and
cost to treat the symptoms (nuclear weapons) of our adversarial relationship. Unfortunately, verification has been a very poor
substitute for trust.
Both sides have attempted 10 reach
agreements based on their own capabilities
to monitor the other with technical means
which involve little or no cooperation .
Both sides have been reluctant to agree to
intrusive means of monitoring , such as onsite inspection. The reluctance to agree on
intrusive means has severely limited the
scope of prev ious agreements by neglecting significant weapons systems which require some form of on-site inspection and
a greater commitment to cooperation.
Without intrusive means of monitoring,
arms control agreements will always limit
some systems. but a1low for others.
lntrusive, cooperative measures have
bee n continually rejected for political.
rather than technical, reasons. Each side

has found it unacceptable to allow the
other access to military facilit ies to monitor the construction and storage of weapons. This conflict between the technical
and political acceptability of verificalion
schemes is also evident in the issue of a
CTB. The conflict, however, is of a different nature .
The Reagan administration recognized that an agreement on a CfB would
seriously slow, if not halt, research and
development of new technologies. This includes aspects of the Strategic Defense
Initiative (S DI). As a resull , the administration reversed U.S. support of a CfB
and increasingly raised doubts about the
adequacy of technical means 10 monitor
nuclear lests, even with on-site inspection.
Indeed, for many years technical understanding of the seismological aspects of
monitoring nuclear tests has been mi srepresented for political concerns. Yet in
the meantime, seismologists have solved
the problems of monitoring nuclear tests as
small as one kiloton (a one-kiloton limit is
well below the levels necessary to develop
strategic weapons). In fact, the difference
between one kiloton and the five-to- ten
range required for weapons development
is so great that "cheating around the
edges" would not come close to endangering national security.
An agreement on a erB would thus
effectively hail the developme nt of new
weapons. This poses a serious di lemma to
U.S. arms control policy makers. In the
past , the U.S. has consistently folloo.ved a
policy of exploiting its technologica1 advantage to maintain parity or gain superiority. The Soviet Union has consistently
acquired the same technology within a relatively short period of time, which has
resulted in an esca1ation of the arms race .
The dilemma now facing policy makers is
to assess the viability of the current policy,
RIPON FORUM. OCTOBER 1987

which has created the present situation.
against the possible benefits of practically
freezing nuclear weapons technology with
a em.
Given Soviet General Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev's willingness to accept
on-site inspection systems and the latest
achievements in technology, it is reasonable to assume that the Soviet Union wou ld
agree to a proposal asking for on-site seismic stations to monitor nuclear tests. The
critical issue, then, concerns the political
implications such a proposal would have
on the future of the nuclear arms race.
The CTB and Trust
The use of the tenn "trust" in conjunction with anns control can create misconceptions. To avoid confus ion , our use
of trust will assume the following definition: a confidence in the reliability of another without careful investigation.
It is important to note how a CTB
would promote such trust. First, the verification provisions themselves require a
system of remote, on-site seismic stations.
The Soviet Union has already offered to
cooperate with the emplacement of these
unmanned seismic stations during CTB
negotiations. Such stations would allow
both sides to avoid the delicate political
problem of requiring on-site inspection
teams, while maintaining a virtuall y tamperproof, reliable monitoring system. A
critical difference between this system of
verification and existing systems based on
non-cooperative technical means is the accuracy of the measurement which eliminates gray areas of controversy. The result
is a common security based on mutual
accommodation. rather than mutual fear.
It should be emphasized that the situation described above does not assume a
higher degree of trust than already exists.
It does assume, however, that such a program would tend to improve trust over an
extended period of time. For trust to develop over time it is necessary for each side
to perceive consistent behavior in the
other.
In addition, a test ban monitoring system would func tion with the expectation to
prove violation against the presumption of
compliance simply because the Soviets
would not be able to successfully "hide"
nuclear tests above one kiloton. This does
nOi suggest that the U.S. should ignore
discrepancies that might arise, but that
suc h occurrences could be invest igated
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with the presumption of compliance. This
constructive approach would be less susceptible to political manipu lation, and
more likely to fos ter improved confidence
in each other's consistent behavior.
Negotiating a CTB
Before a proposal can be presented to
the Soviets. it must first be able to survive
the competing bureaucratic factions in the
administration. Too often the administration has fa iled to make up its collective
mind over competing options advanced by
various agencies.
The president has also demonstrated
that he prefers to delegate responsibility
for anns control policy. This disinterest in
arms control deepens the negative influence of competing agencies within the administration. Thus, if a CTB proposal
were to survive the intramural negotiations, it would likely contain such divisive
conditions that anti-CTB groups would be
served by a Soviet refusal.
To overcome this dilemma, CTB supporters in Congress must intensify the initiati ve to el iminate funding fo r nuclear
tests above one kiloton. Support for the
movement could be won by introducing
the following program:
I) Funding for nuclear tests above one

kiloton will be suspended until the administration puts forth a proposal for a
one kilOion threshold CTB to the Soviet
Union.
This first. condition forces the administration to adopt the principle of a CfB.
yet does not require a unilateral mOfatorium until the Soviets agree (Q a CTS.
2) The form ulation of the proposal must
include a congressional commi ttee,
whose purpose will be to guarantee the
negotiability of the proposal when it
reaches the bilateral negotiations.
To avo id misrepresentation of fact
and abuse of verification concerns, Congress must mediate the imramural negotiations by limiting the range of debate to
relevant details.
3) Congress must be represented at the
bilateral negotiations to ensure "good
faith" conduct of the U.S. position.
4) If the CTB proposal is rejected by the
Soviet Union, Congress must review
the process and detennine innexibility
on the part of the Soviets before fu nds
for nuclear testing are reactivated.
The objective of the review process is
to determine whether the U.S. position

could be reasonably altered. or if the proposal's failure is due to Soviet unwillingness to commit to a CfB.
This program for congressional intervention assumes that at least parts of the
administration would have to be pressured
into acting in accordance with CTB legislation. Although these circumstances may
not be new, the extent to which Congress
must imervene approaches coercion. The
present state of arms control policy, however, dictates that policy formulation requires an ultimate authority- the power of
allocation. If Congress ca n coalesce
around the principle of a one-ki loton
threshold CfB. the legitimate authority of
allocation can be employed to temper the
destructive influence of inter-agency competition.
Conclusion
Since the Limited Test Ban of 1963.
28 new types of nuclear weapons have
been developed. Among these are MIRVed
missiles and cru ise missiles. Both are systems which the U. S. refused to prohibit at
the time of development because of the
temptation to exploit a technological advantage. In each instance the Soviet Union
has kept pace with American technology
so that both sides have simply increased
the quantit y and quality of their nuclear
arsenals. Unfortunately, this same lack of
foresight is still prevalent.
The causes and effects of the continued emphasis on technology are clearly
widespread. One of the effects, however, is
that OUf ability to politically, economically, and psychologically cope with technology, as the answer to national security,
is lagging far behind. The structureofrely.
ing on technology is so extensive that actions which do not reform fundamental
assumptions will fail to take control of the
anns race. The approach to arms control as
a competitive forum with an underlyi ng
distrust in OUf "opponents" will have little
effect in reversing the arms build-up.
A proposal for a one-kiloton threshold CfB. although it requires unprecedented co ngre ssional int ervent ion , reve rses both the ar ms race and the
competitive, win-lose orientation of the
anns control process. It does not require
trust in the Soviet Union, but it does provide verification procedures which offer
the opportunity to build confidence in the
consistency and reliability of each nation's
behavior-a ffi<Xiest first step toward trust . •
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ABANDONING SALT
Less Than Meets The Eye?
BY JOHN ANELLI

T

he analysis to follow assesses the
likely impact of the Reagan administration's decision to abando n
SALT U on the future course and nature of
U.S.-Soviet military competition. This is
a condensed version of a more detailed
study which was completed in November,

1986.
While not condo ning the admini stration's ded sio n, nor denying that the SALT
process has contributed to U. S. national
security over the past 15 years , the analysis
concludes that the administration 's critics
have based the ir opposition to the SALT
decision on arguments which are in many
respects unsatisfactory.
Abandoning SALT- T he Administra tion's Perspective
Many of the Reagan administration officials who assumed executive responsibility in 1981 harbored deep suspicions about
the nature of the Soviet regime and the true
objectives of its foreign policy. The presidenfs own view of the Soviet Union as an
inherently ambitious, relentless, and opportunistic adversary was central {Q his
administration 's belief that dete nte . as
practiced through the 19705, could not provide a viable framework for the cond uct of
U.S.-Soviet relations. Against this background or general distrust and ideological
hostility, specific complaints against the
record of Soviet compliance with the
provisions of SALT 11 precipitated the administration's May 27, 1986 decision to
abandon the treaty.
Ln the fact sheet accompanying the pres-
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ident 's May 27 state ment , three Soviet violations, among the many cited, were singled out as being " particularly disturbing. " They included: the encryption of
missile test te lemetry; the lesting and deploymem of the SS-25, which the administration claims is a new ICBM prohibited
by SALT; and the construction of a large
pha se d - arr ay rad a r co m p lelt nea r
Krasnoyarsk in Central Siberia, the siting
and orientation of which the administration claims violate critical provisions of
the 1972 ABM Treaty.
Abandoning SALT-Opposing Views
In evaluating the administration's case
against the Soviets, three questions need to
be considered . First , is there sufficient evidence to support the charges which the
administration has made? Second , if the
charges are in fact sustainable, how might
they endanger U.S . security if left unaddressed? Third, how great are the risks
which the administration's decision might
entail ?

n particular, a decision to shift the arms
Imarginal
race into higher gear in response to a
U.S. breach of SALT 11 would
damage Moscow 's long standing effon to
enhance its image among U. S. allies in
Western Europe . In this case, one can argue, the Soviet strategy of courting the
Allied left may create its own rationale for
a restrained response. In addition to such
geopolitical consideratio ns, there is every
indication that the Soviets are no more
eager than we to engage in an expensive
new round of q uantitative arms competition.
The response of Soviet leaders to the
initial U.S. act of treaty abrogatio n suppons the view that a dramatic Soviet re-

sponse, in the absence of either a dedicated
strategic buildup by the United States or an
unanticipated breakthrough in SOl , is not
in the cards. While labeling the U.S. decision to abrogate SALT a " major mistake,"
the Soviet leadership has indicated that
they see " no reason to hurry up" with any
specific response.
Regarding the questio n of the SALT decision's impact on the stability of the strategic balance, it should be pointed out that
stable nuclear deterrence is primarily a
function of the technical characteristics of
nuclear weapons and not of their number.
While stability at lower numerical aggregates is preferable to stability at higher
aggregates, the maintenance of stability is
for the most part dependent on factors unrelated to the size of o pposing arsenals.
But in tenns of limiting the qualitative, as
opposed to the quantitative development of
superpowers' arsenals, SALT's record has
been a very modest one. Under the SALT
regime, in fact, weapons development has
gone on in almost every conceivable direction .
Because the essentia1 requisite for stability is that nuclear weapons the mselves
remain capable of surviving attack, it appears, ironically, that progress in weapons
design, rather than the body of negotiated
agreements on arms limitation, is pointing
the way toward increased stabili ty. The
trend in U.S. and in Soviet strategic force
postures toward the development and depl oyme nt of more survivabl e . mobi le
ICBMs such as the SS-24, the SS-25 . the
Midgetman (the latter two systems arguably prohibited by the SALT 11 Treaty), as
well as toward an increasing emphasis on
invulnerable sea-based strateg ic fo rces.
will enhance stability whether o r not the
deployment of these systems is accompanied by off-setting reductions in other
_
weapons.
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"TRUTH IN SCHEDULING":
What Really Matters
BY RICK HOROWITZ

T

hey say they're trying to help usthe kindly folks at the Department
of Transportation, that is. After
wading through thousands of complaints
every month from angry travelers whose
flights were delayed or whose baggage
was sent who-knows where, Transportation Secretary Dole (that's the She-Dole,
the one who's just left, nO( the He-Dole)
has decided to do something about it.
She's issued a ruling. a ruling that wiU
require the major airlines to provide statistics about late flighls and lost luggage; that
way, customers about to take to the nO(-sofriendl y skies can choose the most reliable
way 10 go. By early next year, you should
be able to find o ut from your travel agent or
from the airlines themselves how often
your favorite flight gets to its destination
within fifteen minUies of its scheduled arrival time .
And you' lI be able to fi nd out from the
department just which airlines are most
likely 10 play Hide-and-Seek with your
suitcase. That's good news, too.
Good news---but not great news. We
highly seasoned travelers (and even lightly
seasoned travelers, for that matter) know
there's more to happy flying than j usl getting there on time with our luggage wailing
for us . If Mrs. Dole--or her successortruly wants to help, she oughl 10 insist on
getting the numbers that really matter.
For instance'?
• How many busy signals do you get
when you're calling to make a reservation?
• When you finally get through, what
percenlage of the time do you reach an
actual human being right aWay, instead of a
recording telling you to hold for " the first
available agent"'?

Rick Horowilz is a Washington columnist
and radio commentalQr.
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• While )Qu're o n hold , what percentage of the time do you get tOlal silence,
which makes you think you've probably
been d isconnected,?
• What percentage of the time do you
get exciting information about some new
excursion fare from Peoria to Podunk,
which makes you think )Qu'U fall asleep
right there on the line?

"Highly seasoned (and
lightly seasoned) travelers
know there's rrwre to happy
flying thanjust getting
there on lime with our
luggage."
• What percentage of the time do )Qu
get a tape loop playing " Tie a Yellow Ribbon to the Old Oak Tree" over and over
again, which makes you think you'll commit suicide'?
• When an "available agent" does appear at last , how many advanced degrees
do you need to undersland the "S uper
Saver" requirements'?
Important infonnation'? You bel-and
we haven ' t even gotten to the airport yet.
When will we get these other vilal numbers'?:
• Hcrw many miles is it from the nearest
airport parking space 10 the airline's checkin counter'?
• What percentage of c heck- in windcrws will have little signs above them that
say "Closed-Use Next Window",?
• How many staircases are there between the check-in counter and the gate,

fo rcing you to unload and reload your
handy-dandy rolling luggage cart every
twenty seconds?
Ncrw you've made it to the plano--what
else do you need to kncrw? Plenty:
• Hcrw many of the airline's free magazines are popular favorites like .. Drainpipes lJIuStrated "?
• What percentage of serio usly overweight people are assigned to the middle
seat in three-across seating?
• What is the average number of
stitches needed to close scalp wounds from
the doors of the overhead baggage racks?
• Hcrw many different ways can the caplain say " mechanical problems" without
ever saying " mechanical problems"?
• How many minutes after lake-off
does one of the bathrooms go out of order?
• What percentage of flight attendants
won't spill coffee onto somebody's lap at
least once during the flight?
• How many hours before d inner is
served is d inner actually cooked?
• What is the maximum number of
packs of honey-roasted nuts a delennined
passenger can get before they cut off the
supply?
• What percentage of in-flight movies
star Sylvester Stallone o r Arnold Schwarzenegger?
• What is the average number of times
the plane bounces when its wheels hit the
runway?
• Hcrw long do passengers spend slanding at their seats before anybody remembers to open the doors and let them out'?
• And finally. what percenlage of time
will somebody three rows ahead of you
take your garment bag by mistake and disappear into the crowd forever'?
Give us some of those answers, Mrs.
Dole or whoever, and you ' ll certainly be
earning your pay.
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THE CHAIRMAN'S CORNER

A New Game Plan
in Central America
BY 11M LEACH

A

s peace seems to be o n the verge
of either breaking OUI or breaking

down in CenU'a1 America , American policy in the region is deserving of
timely review.
The debate over contra aid leaves the
impression that issues in the hemisphere
are black and white . In fact, they are increasingly muddy. Offended by a Reaganistic foreign policy, liberal s have
clearly erred by ignoring Sandinista excesses. Ovenhrowing Somoza may have
been a righteous act, but the re-Iegitimalizalion of tyranny-albeit of the left rather
than the right- under the Sandinistas is

inexcusable.
Conservatives, on the other hand, by
assuming that policies which streich the
law and the Constitution are excusable because they are realistic have also erred,
perhaps more grievously. Not only has recent American policy proven to be dubiously mo ral, but every indication exists
that it has been counter-productive. The
most profound base of popular support the
Sandinistas currently have is their opposition to foreign intervention and their will
to defend the sovereignty of the state
agai nst the anarchistic tactics of the contras.
Since the Vietnam War, Americans
have developed a tendency to be introspective and , too often , self-centeredly critical
about foreign jX)licy. TIle perspective liberals tend to forget is that at the outset of
Sandinista rule in 1979, the U.S. government went out of its way to give the new
Nicaraguan leadership the benefit of

l im Leach is a member of Congress from
Jowa and chairman of the Ripon Society.
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doubt. In the immediate aftennath of the
overthrow of the Somoza regime we provided more aid to the new government than
had ever been given the fonner dictator.
Unfortunately, the new rulers-philosophically a nd psycho logically- opted fo r
confrontation over cooperation , even to
the extent of adopting a national anthem
decrying Yankee values . The revolutionary mischief perpetuated abroad by the
Sandinistas and the debasing of human
rights at ho me in short order defined Nicaragua as a leftist , militarized enclave .
Given a tum of events that witnessed
the "Castro-izatio n" of a fonnerly pacific
country, symboli zed by pilgrimages of
Daniel Ortega to Moscow, it is not surprising that both the Carter and Reagan administrations chose to shift attitudes toward the
new government .
Reasonable people, hO'NCver, came to
differ on the most effective means of dealing with the Sandinistas. Many Americans
developed grave doubts that an approach
which violates international law, U.S. law
and our constitutional process could be
effective, moral o r sustainable. It was not
at all clear that the best antidote to leftist
radicaIism was rightist intervention . Few
outside the inner sanctums of the White
Hou se could hone stl y conclude that
groups which bum crops , kill priests, and
anack civilian rather than military targets
were the mornl equivalent of our founding
fathers .
But the questio n remains whether interventionism of the nature we have let
loose in this hemisphere is not itself destructive of the aims we seek. The Sandinistas deserve to be isolated and left-wing
tyranny extirpated as a cancer in our hemisphere. Neighboring countries deserve
finn commitments of U.S. support in the
event of Nicaraguan aggression. But if we

are to advance the rule of law and democratic values, our policies must be differentiated from those of our adversaries. The
people we support cannot themselves be
above the law and defiant of the principle
of self-detennination which is the keystone
of our own Declaration of Independence.
It is in this context that acts like the
mining of Nicaraguan harbors , which precipitated our withdrawal from the jurisdiction of the World Court, are so disheartening. Isn't it better to seek legal , rather than
violent, recourse to international problem
solving? Isn ' t it better to give succor,
rather than cold shoulder, to the peace process?
Unfortunate ly, il appears the administration has lost contro l of events. In semiprivatizing the conflict, in giving the green
light to an obscure lieutenant colonel in the
bowels of the White House to circumvent
law and military chains of command , the
U.S . government has armed , equipped
and trained a cadre of modem-day Hessians which may not be accountable to
diplomatic initiatives in the region .
The White House has thus presented
Congress the thorn y dilemma of detennining whether and when to capitulate o n an
additional contra aid package. It is my
judgment that the time has come to say
"No"-not o ut of a fluffy respect for the
Sandinistas, but out of a realpolitik understanding of our own history and values. A
new game plan is needed--one that respects Nicaraguan culture , but which does
not ensconce the status quo. People power.
as Cory Aquino has found , is sometimes
best advanced from within , not from without; by citizens rubbed raw with personal
grievances, not by annchair Rambos concerned more with the politics of their own
society, than the social concerns of the
developing world .
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... at the Ripon Society-Bow Group Conference ...

(L to R) Senator Richard Lugar, The Right Honorable

Fred Kellogg, Ken Grossberger, Harry Jeffreys.

Timothy Raison. MP, Ambassador Elliot Richardson, and
Bow GroupChairCheryl Gillan .
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T

he FirmTransatlantic Conference
of the Ripon Society and the British Bow Group was held in Washington. D.C. from July 8-12, and like the

prior meetings orlhe two policy organizations the 1987 Conference had a broad
representation of American and British
participants.

Leading the British delegation were
newly-elected Member of Parliament
Daivd Shaw and M.P.s Timothy Raison,

Michael Knowles. and Jeremy Handley.
The British delegation of 25 also consisted
of former Bow Group Chairman Niranjan
diva Advila and former M.P. Keith Best.
U.S. Chairman of the 1987 Conference was Senator Richard Lugar, the rank-

ing Republican on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Senator Lugar delivered a keynote address on the intem:lation-

ship of anns control , international trade
and promoting democracy abroad. Mas ter
of ceremonies for the keynote banquet was
former U.S. Ambassador to the Court of
SI. James Elliot Richardson (the address
was also televised over C-Span, the politics cable channel) . . .
The fltSt session of the 1987 Conference, however, drew the most attention.
Canadian Minister of Defence Perrin
Beatty unveiled for the fltSt time on American soil Canada's new "White Paper on
Defence ." As reported recently in The
New York Times , Canada's e fforts to revitalize its military have been controversial and Beatty addressed those points in
his speech. "Canada's fate is too closely
intertwined with the other western democracies for us to remove ourselves from the
playing fie ld," the 37 year-old Cabinet
minister told a Washington, D.C . press
conference . " Moreover, we view the defence of the upper half of Nonh America
as a role uniquely suited to Canada."
That last point has created concern
within some Canadian and American circles, since Canada will acquire between
10-12 nuclear-powered submarines over
the next two decades. Peace activists have
protested the introduction of nuclear submarines to Canada's navy and some American military observers wonder who will
maintain Arctic sea lanes. As the Times
reported, "The Government of Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney ... has decided
on a land , air and sea buildup to reinforce
its claim to sovereignity over tens of thousands of square miles of Arctic Sea."
But U.S . Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger reassured Beatty of his
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interest in the p lan during a luncheon
sponsored by the Ripon Society o n the
Conference's opening day. Held at the Park
Hyatt Hotel in Washington , D .C., the
gathering was attended by leading American and Canadian defense officials, including Canadian Ambassador to the U.S .
Alan Gottlieb . . .
The keynote speaker for the British
delegation was M.P. Jeremy Handley, who
spoke of the challenges facing the next
Thatcher administration . Among them,
the Richmond , England representative
said , are greater pri vatization and improved delivery of social services to Britain's poor.
Other speakers during the four-day
conference, which focused o n arms control, international trade and the promotion
of democracy, included Richardson , Brazilian Ambassador to the United States
MarciJio Marques Moreira, U.S . Deputy
Secretary of Commerce Clarence Brown ,
Ripon Society chairman Ji m Leach ,
Harper's editor Christopher Hitchens,
Dallas Morning News reporter Mark Nelson , Ripon Forum editorial board member
Steven Klinsky and Manufacturers Hanover Managing Director John Price . Members of Parliament Raison and Michael
Knowles also spoke on Third World aid
and international trade, respectively, and
Niranjan diva Advita and David Shaw
spoke on British labor policies and retiring
the Third World debt .
The Conference , which was sponsored by the Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company, Electronic Data Systems, Inc.,
and the Joseph E. Seagrams Company,
concluded with a lively debate o n international trade. U.S . Chamber of Commerce
chief economist Richard Rahn debated
AA.-CIO economist Rick Krashevsk.i on
the issue "Resolved: The Doctrine of Free
Trade is Obsolete." The debate , which
was also televised over C-Span , was fol lowed by a vote among Conference participants. As ifthe outcome wou ld be surprising in a Republican Party-Conservati ve
Party gathering, free-traders prevailed.
Dates fo r next year's Ripon-Bow
Conference, which will be held in
London, are July 18 - 21. For more information, please contact Mark Uncapher, 6
Library Court SE , Washington , D .C.
20003.

Republican of the Year A\\Crd Dinner
The Ripon Society also hosted its annual "Republican of the Year" awards dinner on July 9, and this year's honorees
were women who have made a contribution to the GOP's growth. Billed as a "Salute to Republican Wo men, " the dinner
honored such leaders as Betty Ford, Nancy
Kassebaum, Shirley Temple , Loret Miller
Ruppe, Jeane Kirkpatrick , Claudine
Schneider, Olympia Snowe, Virginia
Smith , Carla Hills, Mary Louise Smith,
Selwa Roosevelt , Mary Stanley, and Pearl
Bailey. Speaking o n behalf of their 35 fe l·
low honoree s, Peace Corps Director
Ruppe and Nebraska Representative Smith
told the audience of their experiences in
appointed and e lected office and made
note of the distinguished his!Ory women
have had in the GOP's development.
Senators Nancy Landon Kassebaum
and Daniel Evans were co-chairs of this
year's dinner and both served as emcees of
the July 9 banquet . More than 250 guests
were in attendance, and the Washington
Post and D.C .'s Channel 5-TV reported
the "Salute to Republican Women " Dinner, which was held at the Park Hyatt
_
Hotel.

(L to R) Senator Nancy Landon
Kassebaum, Ambassador Shirley Temple
Black , Peace Corps Director Loret Miller
Ruppe, and Congresswoman Connie
Morella .

(L 10 R) MikeAi lsworth , Jayne Hart and
Jim Sammons.

WASHINGTON NOTES AND QUOTES
Last fall , we reported that conservative columnist George Will was concerned
about the deficit's lasting legacy for American conservatism and IheGOP. In aNewsweek column he had remarked, " In 1980
the conservative critique of liberalism
boiled down to this essence: liberalism has
lost the capacity to establish rational priorities and make hard choices. Less than
six years later that has a hollow ring."
During wide-ranging re marks 10 a
Republican audience on CapilOl Hill in
August, Will reiterated his remarks by denouncing the Right's mililant advocacy of
both tax culS and a military buildup, saying
the ballooning federal debt will put pressure on the defense budget for decades.
" The sad truth is thai the modem conservative, given a choice between lower taxes
and deterring the Soviet Union, chooses
lower taxes." He added that today's breed
of moderate Republicans seem to be the
only ones left who insist on fi scal responsibility.

...

FLASH ! There's a new progressive
Republican in Congress! Chri stopher
Shays, 41 , won a come-from-behind special e lection campaign to defeat a bener
known, better-financed Democratic opponent in Connecticut's 4th Congressional
District. Shays succeeds progressive Republican Stewart Mc Kinney, who died
May 8 of AIDS-related problems.
Shays opposes aid to the contras, is
pro-cho ice on abortion, and emphasizes
CUlling the budget defi cit. To overcome his
opponent's advantages, he shook a lot of
hands in movie lines, train stations, and
beaches . The opponent also made a critical
gaffe during a debate; when asked a question about AIDS, she quipped , " You
mean, which one of us has it?" The audience was nOl amused.

...

In booming Fairfax County, Virginia ,
the state's largest local GOP organization
is once again in the hands of moderates
after several years of control by Christian
Right activists. The key reasons appear to
be the Right's continu ing narrow focus on
social issues like pornography and abortion , rather than the pressing debate over
traffic and development; and an energetic
counter-purge by moderates who we re
themselves ousted several years ago.
Conservative political analyst Kevin
Phillips says " Reagan's decl ine is good
news for the GOP." While suggesting it
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may be difficult for the Par1y to move away
from Reaganism during the no mination
campaign , he suggests the president's difficu lties may allow the Republicans " to
catc h up with the flow of histo ry-by
which I mean embrace a more moderate
ideology, hone a recognition that the highpow-ered cuning-edge years of conservatism are behind us and (appreciate) that the
key ... challenge of the next presidency
will be effeclive , consolidationist governance." Phillips strongly suggests the man
for the job is Senator Robert Dole.

...

Interestin g notes fro m the national
convention of Young Republicans he ld recently in Seattle. First, in a contest for
chainnan of the enthusi astically conservative YR's, a moderate, Richard Jacobs, of
Jackson, Tennessee, who opposed the
1984 platfonn plank o n abortion was the
victor over a " pro-life" candidate.
Second, after addresses by six Republican contenders, Representative Jack
Kemp seemed to enjoy the lo udest response , while the Reverend Pat Robertson
was received "cold ly," according to T.R.
Reid in the Washington Post. And third ,
while most candidates emphasized the ir
commitment to the Strategic Defense Initiative, the contras, and CUlling the deficit,
Senator Robert Dole used blunt language
in nOling the need for Republicans to demo nstrate "compassion and sensitivity" toward poor, homeless, and unemployed
Americans .

...

While all seven Democratic presidential hopefuls took time to address the late
June convention of the League of United
Latin American Citizens (WLAC, the nation's largest Hispanic organization), only
one Republican did : Representative Jack
Kemp. WLAC's president , Oscar Moran ,
who is the group's first Republican leader,
felt it was a slap in the face . Kemp, who
received perhaps the most enthusiastic
ovation of any of the hopefuls, spoke on
his usual themes of equal opportunity and
free market economics, and said the GOP
should be " taking risks to open doors."

...

In the broadest resh ufning o f the
House GOP leadership si nce 1980, Representative Dick Cheney (WY) was voted to
succeed Jack Ke mp as the Republican
Conference chainnan . Cheney, a widely

res pected conservative, was President
Ford's chief of staff. His position is third in
the GOP leadership behind Republican
Leader Bob Michel (IL), and Whip Trent
Lott (MS), and could vault him to the No. I
spot sooner rather than later- Michel is
contemplating retirement, and Lott a Senate seat.

...

Good ne ws ! Vermon t Governo r
Madeleine Kunin has anno unced she will
run for re-election next year, and not for
the Senate seat be ing vacated by progress ive Republi ca n Senato r Robert
Stafford. That leaves a clear path for progressive Republican Re presentative Jim
Jeffords to succeed him; earlier reports of a
tough primary c hall e nge to Je fford s
haven't materialized.

...

We couldn ' t help passing this along.
Speaking on the budget deficit, President
Reagan recently said: "Congress acts like
a newborn baby-it has an insatiable appetite at one end , and no responsibility at the
other. "

...

We got a great chuckle out of the New
Republic's clever appellation for Secretary
of Education William Bennett. A cover
story o n the ever-creative Bennett named
him " Secretary Smarty-Pants. "

...

A bipartisan majority of members of
the House of Representatives have signed
up for this year's version of the Balanced
Budget Amendment to the Constitution ,
but don ' t expect the Democratic leadership
to bring it up anytime soon .
Among the cosponsors is a long list of
moderate and progressive Republ icans:
Douglas Bereuter (NE), Rod Chandler
(WA), Bill C linger (PA), Harris Fawe ll
(IL), Bill Goodling (PA), Fred Grandy
(IA), Steve Gunderson (WI, 92 Group cochair), Nancy Johnson (cr, 92 Group cochair), Jim Leach (lA, Ripon Society
chainnan), Lynn Martin (IL), Jan Meyers
(KS), John Miller (WA), Tom Petri (WI , a
Ripon Society co-founder), Carl Pursell
(M I), Tom Ridge (PA), John Rowland
(CT), Pat Saiki (HI), Ol ympia Snowe
(ME), Tom Tauke (lA), and Fred Upton
(M I).
•
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